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SUMMARY
To investigate circuit mechanisms underlying locomotor behavior, we used serial-section electron micro-
scopy (EM) to acquire a synapse-resolution dataset containing the ventral nerve cord (VNC) of an adult female
Drosophila melanogaster. To generate this dataset, we developed GridTape, a technology that combines
automated serial-section collection with automated high-throughput transmission EM. Using this dataset,
we studied neuronal networks that control leg and wing movements by reconstructing all 507 motor neurons
that control the limbs. We show that a specific class of leg sensory neurons synapses directly onto motor
neurons with the largest-caliber axons on both sides of the body, representing a unique pathway for fast
limb control. We provide open access to the dataset and reconstructions registered to a standard atlas to
permit matching of cells between EM and light microscopy data. We also provide GridTape instrumentation
designs and software to make large-scale EM more accessible and affordable to the scientific community.
INTRODUCTION

To navigate a complex world, an animal’s nervous system must

stimulate precise patterns ofmuscle contractions to produce co-

ordinated body movements. Humans have more than 100,000

motor neurons (MNs) that innervate more than 100 million mus-

cle fibers (Kanning et al., 2010). Limb MNs reside in the spinal

cord, where neuronal networks integrate signals from the brain

with sensory feedback from the body to coordinate limb move-

ments. A century of studies in mammals has revealed many prin-

ciples of spinal cord organization and development (Kiehn,

2011). However, we still lack a comprehensive understanding

of the neuronal circuits that control motor output, largely

because we do not know their wiring and connectivity.

The fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, is a particularly

appealing system for studying mechanisms of motor control. In-

sects have a ventral nerve cord (VNC) that is homologous to the
vertebrate spinal cord (Niven et al., 2008), but they lack verte-

brae, making the VNC more experimentally accessible. More-

over, many insects have neurons that are uniquely identifiable

across individuals, making insects well-established models for

understanding the physiology of motor circuits (Burrows, 1996;

Büschges et al., 2008). More specifically, Drosophila is a genet-

ically accessible model system with complex and well-charac-

terized behaviors including walking, flight, escape responses,

grooming, and courtship. Recent technical advances have

enabled in vivo electrophysiological recordings and calcium im-

aging of genetically identified VNC neurons in behaving adult

Drosophila, providing insight into motor-related activity patterns

during behavior (Chen et al., 2018; Mamiya et al., 2018; Tuthill

andWilson, 2016b). Furthermore, the small size of theDrosophila

nervous system makes it suitable for comprehensive connectiv-

ity mapping using electron microscopy (EM). EM-based connec-

tivity mapping was previously undertaken for a larval Drosophila
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Figure 1. A high-throughput serial-section transmission electron microscopy (TEM) pipeline built around GridTape
(A) Regularly spaced holes and barcodes are laser milled into a length of tape to produce GridTape, a substrate for collection of serial sections.

(B) Schematic of stacked GridTape layers in cross-section. Tape thickness is exaggerated for clarity.

(C–E) Schematics of sectioning (top) and imaging (bottom) for different serial-section EM approaches. Bottom schematics do not share the same scale.

(C) Manual serial-section collection and TEM imaging. Samples are serially sectioned and manually picked up onto coated slot grids (3 mm outer diameter).

(D) Automated tape-collecting ultra-microtome (ATUM) serial-section collection and SEM imaging. Sections are collected automatically onto tape (8 mm wide).

Tape is then cut into strips and adhered to a wafer (bottom) for imaging. Bottom inset: zoomed-in view of a section on tape.

(E) GridTape serial-section collection and TEM imaging. Samples are sectioned using a GridTape-compatible ATUM. Sections adhere to GridTape (8 mm wide)

immediately after being cut and are targeted to land over film-coated holes in the tape. GridTape-collected sections are imaged using a reel-to-reel system.

Bottom inset: zoomed-in view of a section on GridTape.

(legend continued on next page)
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nervous system (Ohyama et al., 2015; Schneider-Mizell et al.,

2016) and an adult brain (Scheffer et al., 2020; Takemura et al.,

2013; Tobin et al., 2017; Zheng et al., 2018), but not yet for an

adult VNC. A VNC ‘‘connectome’’—a map of its neurons and

their synaptic connections—would enhance our understanding

of how VNC circuits control muscles of the legs (Soler et al.,

2004), neck (Strausfeld et al., 1987), wings (O’Sullivan et al.,

2018), and halteres (Dickerson et al., 2019) to give rise to

behavior.

EM is the gold standard for mapping structural connectivity

within neuronal circuits (Sjostrand, 1958; White et al., 1986).

However, even seemingly small tissue volumes (1mm3) acquired

at synaptic resolution (e.g., 4 3 4 3 40 nm3 per voxel) produce

massive datasets (>1,500 teravoxels) that require automated

methods for reliable acquisition in a reasonable amount of

time. Recent developments in scanning EM (SEM) methods

have enabled connectomic analyses of multiple circuits (Brigg-

man et al., 2011; Hildebrand et al., 2017; Kasthuri et al., 2015;

Kornfeld et al., 2017; Morgan et al., 2016; Schmidt et al., 2017;

Tapia et al., 2012;Wanner et al., 2016). Compared to SEM, trans-

mission EM (TEM) allows for higher spatial resolution (Nakane

et al., 2020; Yip et al., 2020), an order of magnitude greater

signal-to-noise (Xu et al., 2017; Zheng et al., 2018), and straight-

forward parallelization (Bock et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2016; Tobin

et al., 2017; Zheng et al., 2018). Although there have been recent

developments in motorized TEM section collection (Lee et al.,

2018) and automated high-throughput TEM imaging (Zheng

et al., 2018), we lack an end-to-end platform for automated

large-scale TEM section collection and imaging. To address

this, we designed a tape-based data acquisition pipeline that

combines automated sectioning with a TEM-compatible collec-

tion substrate and an automated, reel-to-reel imaging stage. This

technology, called GridTape, accelerates section collection and

enables fully automated TEM imaging for a fraction of the cost of

alternative systems.

Here, we used GridTape to produce a synapse-resolution EM

dataset of an adult female Drosophila melanogaster VNC. We

then reconstructed over 1,000 sensory and motor neurons in a

neuronal network that controls limb movements to investigate

wiring principles such as the organization of peripheral nerves

and the uniqueness and bilateral symmetry of legMNs.We regis-

tered the EM dataset to a light microscopy (LM)-based atlas, al-

lowing us to find genetically identified neurons in the EM dataset

based on their morphology. Through EM reconstruction, we

found a class of leg proprioceptive neuron, the bilaterally projec-

ting campaniform sensillum (bCS) neurons, that provide direct

synaptic input onto the MNs with the largest-caliber axons in

multiple legs. We identified the functionally characterized

‘‘fast’’ tibia flexor MN as a major synaptic target of bCS neurons

based on registration of EM and LM morphology. Finally, we

generated intersectional driver lines to genetically label bCS

neurons, revealing their location in the leg, confirming their

morphology in the VNC, and providing tools for future studies.
(F) Schematic of the GridTape reel-to-reel stage. Reels of GridTape are inserte

Portions of the TEM microscope column in beige. Electron beam in light blue (no

Scale bars, 10 mm (A), 10 cm (F). Scale box, 1 mm3 (C–E, top).

See also Figure S1 and Tables S1 and S2.
We provide the EM dataset, neuron reconstructions, and de-

signs for GridTape instrumentation as freely available resources.

RESULTS

GridTape: an accessible TEMplatform for connectomics
We developed GridTape, a TEM-compatible tape substrate (Fig-

ures 1A and 1B) that combines advantages of section collection

from the automated tape-collecting ultra-microtome SEM

(ATUM-SEM) approach (Hayworth et al., 2014) with the advan-

tages of TEM imaging (Figures 1C–1E). To produce GridTape,

regularly spaced 23 1.5 mm2 holes resembling slots in conven-

tional TEM grids are laser-milled through aluminum-coated pol-

yimide tape (Figure 1A). A 4 mm-wide trough is also milled from

the uncoated surface so that the tape can be safely layered upon

itself (Figure 1B). Themilled tape is coatedwith a 50 nm-thick film

(LUXFilm�, Luxel Corporation) that spans the slots to provide

support for section collection. We collected sections onto Grid-

Tape using an ATUM modified for compatibility with GridTape

(Figures S1A–S1C). The tape is positioned near the knife edge

so that sections consistently adhere to the moving tape as

they are being cut. By monitoring the ultramicrotome cutting

speed and adjusting the tape speed, the movement of GridTape

slots is locked in-phase with cutting. This closed-loop sectioning

approach permits automated collection of >4,000 sections per

day, >10 times faster than manual section collection (Bock

et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2016; Tobin et al., 2017; Zheng et al.,

2018), with reliable positioning of sections over film-coated slots.

Collecting sections onto thin films enables widefield TEM im-

aging. To automate the imaging process, we engineered a stage

that attaches to standard TEM microscopes and houses

GridTape reels in vacuum (Figure 1F). Tape housings were

added on opposite sides of the microscope column to allow mo-

tors to feed the tape between the two sides and position sections

under the electron beam. To image large areas at synaptic reso-

lution, the microscope automatically montages each section us-

ing piezoelectric nano-positioners. The tape is then translated to

position the next section for montaging, enabling continuous un-

attended operation. Using a 2 3 2 camera array (Bock et al.,

2011), we achieve imaging rates of >40 Mpixels per second (Ta-

ble S1). This microscope, termed transmission electron micro-

scope with a camera array and GridTape (TEMCA-GT), provides

high-throughput imaging at a relatively low cost of�US$300,000

per microscope (Tables S1 and S2).

GridTape enables rapid acquisition of a VNC EM dataset
To map circuits underlying motor control, we acquired a dataset

encompassing an adult female Drosophila VNC that consists of

86.3 trillion voxels and spans 21 million mm3 (Figure 2). The data-

set includes the VNC, neck connective, and a portion of the

brain’s subesophageal ganglion (Figures 2A and 2C–2G). The

imaged volumewas captured from 4,355 serial coronal sections,

each cut around 45 nm thick and collected onto GridTape
d into the custom stage, which positions sections under the electron beam.

t to scale).
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Figure 2. An adult Drosophila ventral nerve cord (VNC) dataset

(A) Schematic of the adultDrosophila central nervous system and leg. The synapse-resolution EM dataset presented here contains the VNC and its connection to

the brain (dashed outline).

(B) The VNCwas cut into 4,355 thin sections and collected onto GridTape. Each black rectangle indicates the imaged region for a single section relative to the slot

(orange outline). Two sections collected off-slot are not shown.

(C) Volumetric rendering of the VNC dataset. Light gray, outline of all imaged tissue. Dark gray, outline of VNC neuropil.

(D) A single coronal section (left, section 1,228) and sagittal reslice through the aligned image volume (right). Green and purple dashed lines in (C) and (D) indicate

the slice locations. The imaged region spans from the subesophageal ganglion in the ventral brain, across the neck connective to the metathoracic neuromere

and the metathoracic leg nerve.

(E) Zoomed-in sagittal reslice of the region (cyan box) in (D).

(F) Zoom-in of the region (pink box) in (D).

(G) Zoom-in of the region (yellow box) in (F) showing synapses. Yellow arrowheads indicate presynaptic specializations known as T-bars.

Scale bars, 500 mm (B), 50 mm (D), 10 mm (F), 1 mm (E and G).

See also Video S1.
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continuously over 27 h (22.1 s per section). Of these sections,

98% were positioned within 0.37 mm of the average section po-

sition, with only six sections having 20% or more of the VNC off

the imageable slot area (Figures 2B and S1D; STAR methods).

An additional three sections were lost before imaging due to sup-

port film damage. No off-slot or lost sections were consecutive.

Imaging at 4.33 4.3 nm2 per pixel resolution required 60 contin-

uous days on one TEMCA-GT at a rate of 42.73 ± 3.04 Mpixels

per second (mean ± SD across sections), an order of magnitude

faster than most volumetric EM approaches (Table S1). This

amounted to 20.6 million images, or 172.6 TB of raw data.

Weadapted a software pipeline (STARmethods) to align the im-

ages into a three-dimensional (3D) volume (Video S1). Whereas

alignment of serial-section TEM data has historically been a chal-
4 Cell 184, 1–16, February 4, 2021
lenge due to irregularities in the sectioning process,GridTape sec-

tion collection provided consistent placement of serial sections,

with few partial, lost, or damaged sections (STAR methods). This

facilitated the high-quality alignment of serial sections (Figure 2E)

required for efficient and accurate connectomic reconstruction.

Motor and sensory neurons occupy distinct domains
within peripheral nerves
After alignment, we searched for peripheral nerves carrying axon

bundles to and from the VNC. We found all previously described

nerves that innervate the legs, wings, halteres, and neck (Court

et al., 2020; Power, 1948). For individual neurons passing

through each nerve, we reconstructed skeletonized models of

their projections within the VNC. Reconstructed neurons fell



Figure 3. Reconstruction of motor and sen-

sory neurons reveals precise functional do-

mains in nerves

(A) All 507 motor neurons (MNs) in the VNC’s

thoracic segments were reconstructed from the EM

dataset. Each MN projects its axon out one pe-

ripheral nerve, leaving the EM dataset, to innervate

muscles. Spheres represent cell bodies. Unless

otherwise noted, all renderings are viewed from the

dorsal side of the VNC. Color code the same for (B)

and (D).

(B) 655 reconstructed sensory axons. Reconstruc-

tion included some neurons from all limbs but

focused primarily on the left T1 neuromere

(asterisk).

(C) Sections through the prothoracic (T1), meso-

thoracic (T2), and metathoracic (T3) leg nerves,

which contain most of the sensory andmotor axons

connecting the VNC to the front, middle, and hind

legs, respectively. Section locations indicated by

dashed boxes in (B). The leg nerves have distinct

domains containing the axons of MNs (cyan) and

sensory neurons (magenta). The only intermingling

between motor and sensory axons is a group of

three sensory axons within the motor domain of the

T2 leg nerve (magenta arrowhead).

(D) Reconstructions transformed into a standard

atlas coordinate space (Figure S3). Renderings of

EM reconstructions in subsequent figures were

transformed into the atlas space.

Scale bars, 100 mm (A and B), 10 mm (C), 50 mm (D).

See also Figure S2 and Videos S2 and S3.
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into two major morphological categories corresponding to MNs

and sensory neurons (Baek andMann, 2009; Brierley et al., 2012;

Mamiya et al., 2018; Tsubouchi et al., 2017). MNs had cell bodies

located in the VNC, projected to a dorsal layer of the VNC, and

did not contain synaptic vesicles or presynaptic specializations

within the neuropil (Figure 3A; Video S2). Sensory neurons did

not have cell bodies in the VNC, arborized more ventrally, and

made synaptic outputs within the neuropil (Figure 3B; Video

S2). An additional 20 neurons did not fall into one of these two

main categories (Figure S2). Consistent with previous reports,

we also counted 3,738 axons traveling between the brain and

VNC via the neck connective (Coggshall et al., 1973).

We focused on reconstructing neurons projecting through the

VNC’s peripheral nerves. We found that motor and sensory

axons segregated into distinct spatial domains within leg nerves

(Figure 3C), consistent with findings in larger insects (Zill et al.,

1980). Sensory axons outnumbered MN axons by an order of

magnitude in most nerves. For example, we found 863 sensory

and 42 MN axons in the left prothoracic leg nerve (ProLN). By re-

constructing neurons in the motor domain of each nerve, we

identified and partially reconstructed a total of 507 MNs in the

VNC’s thoracic segments (Figure 3A; Video S2). Together with

13 octopaminergic unpaired median (UM) neurons (Duch et al.,

1999) and two ‘‘multinerve’’ neurons (Figure S2), these recon-

structions encompass the complete set of neurons that this

VNC used to control the muscles of the legs, wings, halteres,

and neck (Figure 3A). Additionally, of the >6,500 sensory neurons

we counted in the sensory domains of nerves, we first partially
reconstructed 655 (Figure 3B; Video S2). Of the �900 sensory

neurons entering the left T1 neuromere, we reconstructed the

main branches of 392 (Figure 3B, asterisk), focusing primarily

on proprioceptive sensory neurons.

Registering the EM dataset to a standard atlas
We registered the EM dataset to a standard atlas to place the EM

reconstructions into a reference coordinate system (Figures 3D

andS3). TheVNCatlas is amapof synapsedensity based on light

microscopy (LM) imaging of fluorescently labeled presynaptic

sites (Bogovic et al., 2019). To register theEMdataset to the atlas,

we first estimated synapse density across the EM dataset using

an artificial neural network (Buhmann et al., 2019) trained to iden-

tify synapses based on their ultrastructural features (Figure S3;

STARmethods). The synapse predictions were as accurate (pre-

cision: 71.4%, recall: 72.8%) as those in awhole-brain TEMdata-

set (Buhmann et al., 2019). We used the synapse density map

derived from thesepredictions to align theEMdataset to the atlas

(Figures 3DandS3G; VideoS3). Registering to the atlas compen-

sated for asymmetries introduced by specimen preparation and

facilitated quantitative comparisons between EM and LM recon-

structions for neuron identification (Figures 4 and 7).

Identifying sensory neuron classes
Reconstructed leg sensory axons typically had a projection

pattern corresponding to one of the four most numerous classes

of sensory neurons (Tsubouchi et al., 2017; Tuthill and Wilson,

2016a, 2016b): hair plate (Merritt and Murphey, 1992),
Cell 184, 1–16, February 4, 2021 5



Figure 4. Identification of sensory neuron subtypes

(A) Reconstruction of the main branches of sensory axons for the front left leg. The four main functional subtypes of sensory neurons (different colors) are

identifiable from their projection patterns. Light gray, VNC. Darker gray, neuropil. ProAN, prothoracic accessory nerve; ProLN, prothoracic leg nerve; VProN,

ventral prothoracic nerve; DProN, dorsal prothoracic nerve.

(B) Organization of hair plate neuron projections. Hair plate axons enter the T1 neuromere through four different nerves (different colors) and branch to encircle the

neuromere.

(legend continued on next page)
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chordotonal (Mamiya et al., 2018), campaniform sensillum (CS)

(Merritt and Murphey, 1992), and bristle (Murphey et al., 1989)

neurons (Figure 4A; Video S4; see STAR methods for classifica-

tion criteria). We reconstructed the main branches of every pro-

prioceptive axon originating from the left front leg and arborizing

in the left T1 neuromere (Figures 4A–4C). We found numbers of

hair plate (n = 33), chordotonal (n = 124), and CS (n = 36) neurons

consistent with previous reports (Kuan et al., 2020;Mamiya et al.,

2018; Merritt and Murphey, 1992). We also reconstructed 144 of

�600 putative bristle neuron axons. An additional 55 of 392 left

T1 sensory axon reconstructions did not clearly fall into one of

these classes.

The chordotonal axons could be further divided into subtypes

matching the ‘‘club’’ (n = 50), ‘‘claw’’ (n = 26), and ‘‘hook’’ (n = 29)

morphologies (Figure 4C) known to encode leg vibration, posi-

tion, and velocity, respectively (Mamiya et al., 2018). Five addi-

tional chordotonal axons ascended directly to the brain (Tsubou-

chi et al., 2017). Another 14 of 124 left T1 chordotonal axons did

not fall clearly into one of these subtypes.

We tested our ability to identify neuron classes quantitatively

by comparing EM reconstructions with LM reconstructions (Fig-

ures 4C–4F and S4). We used LM data from Gal4 and split-Gal4

fly lines that label known subtypes of sensory neurons, as well as

data fromMultiColor FlpOut (MCFO) experiments (Mamiya et al.,

2018; Meissner et al., 2020). By performing NBLAST similarity

searches (Costa et al., 2016) between the registered EM and

LM reconstructions (STAR methods), we confirmed our identifi-

cations of the major leg sensory neuron classes (Figure S4)

and chordotonal subtypes (Figures 4D–4F).

Bilaterally projecting leg sensory neurons co-activate
MNs innervating different legs
Campaniform sensilla are proprioceptive mechanoreceptors

that encode load on a fly’s leg by detecting mechanical strain

in the exoskeleton (Pringle, 1938; Tuthill and Azim, 2018; Zill

and Moran, 1981). We identified CS axons in the EM volume

by their similarity to three morphological types described in

larger fly species (Merritt and Murphey, 1992). The first type pro-

jects only to the neuromere corresponding to its leg of origin. The

second projects to ipsilateral neuromeres corresponding to

other legs on the same side of the body. The third—which we

call bilateral CS (bCS) neurons—projects to multiple ipsilateral

and contralateral neuromeres. bCS neurons hadmultiple striking

features. Theywere the only type of leg sensory neuron to project

across the midline (Figures 5A and 5B). Their axons had the

largest caliber of any leg sensory neuron (Figure 5C), exceeding

the caliber of most MN axons (Figures 5C and 5D). Their average
(C) Femoral chordotonal organ (FeCO) neuron subtypes. Inset: Different subtypes

of leg kinematics (adapted from Mamiya et al., 2018).

(D-E) Comparison of EM reconstructions with LM reconstructions from genetic dri

unpublished data). (i) Rendering of LM reconstruction. (ii) Ranked distribution of NB

subtype (as in C). (iii) Overlay of the LM reconstruction and the five most similar

(D) A club FeCO neuron (MCFO from R64C04-Gal4).

(E) A claw FeCO neuron (MCFO from iav-Gal4).

(F) A hook FeCO neuron (R70H02-AD, R32H08-DBD).

Scale bars, 50 mm (A–F).

See also Figures S3 and S4 and Videos S3 and S4.
cross-sectional area was 3.63 ± 0.74 mm2 (mean ± SD, n = 6

axons in 3 nerves), larger than 94%–100% (Figure 5D) of MN

axons in each respective nerve. By reconstructing the sensory

neurons from each leg with the largest caliber axons and exam-

ining their projections, we found 12 bCS neurons in total in the

VNC, with two originating in each of the six legs (Figures 5A

and 5B). All bCS neurons from the front legs projected to the

front andmiddle leg neuromeres (Figure 5Ai), those from themid-

dle leg projected to all neuromeres (Figure 5Aii), and those from

the hind legs projected to the hind and middle leg neuromeres

(Figure 5Aiii).

Guided by the EM reconstructions, we generated two inde-

pendent split-Gal4 driver lines that genetically target the bCS

neurons. Imaging fluorescent reporters driven by these lines

confirmed that our EM reconstructions included all major

branches in the VNC (Figure 5E) and further revealed that bCS

neurons innervate campaniform sensilla in a proximal leg

segment, the trochanter (Figure S5A).

Studies in other insects have shown that trochanter CS

detect increased load on the body and activate muscle syn-

ergies to increase grip on surfaces (Zill et al., 2015). Notably,

bCS axons had branches and made synapses directly along-

side many leg MN primary neurites—the main branch between

the cell body and the axon (Figure 5F)—where MN action po-

tentials are likely initiated (Gwilliam and Burrows, 1980). There-

fore, we hypothesized that bCS neurons provide direct input to

MNs to increase substrate grip using multiple legs. To test this,

we first asked whether bCS axons synapse directly onto leg

MNs. Indeed, all 12 bCS axons made synapses onto MNs in

all the neuromeres to which they projected (Figure 5G). To

determine how frequently bCS synapses targeted MNs, we re-

constructed all synapses from left and right T1 bCS neurons

along the �25 mm-long branch in left T1 where their axons

travel alongside MN primary neurites (Figure 5F). In this region,

left T1 bCS axons made 96 synapses and right T1 bCS axons

made 49, of which 98.6% (143 of 145) had at least one MN as a

postsynaptic partner. There were 3.01 ± 1.23 (mean ± SD)

postsynaptic partners per synapse, totaling 437 postsynaptic

sites. Of these, 64.8% belonged to MNs, 21.1% belonged to

central neurons (whose arborizations remained within the cen-

tral nervous system), and 14.2% could not be classified (STAR

methods). Compared to MNs, central neurons received far

fewer synapses from bCS neurons (Figure S5B). Most postsyn-

aptic central neurons (Figure S5C, asterisk) appeared to be

members of lineage 19A (Harris et al., 2015), but others ex-

hibited a variety of dendritic and axonal arborization patterns

(Figures S5C and S5D).
, characterized previously with light microscopy (LM), encode different aspects

ver lines that specifically label FeCO neurons (Mamiya et al., 2018) (J.C.T. et al.,

LAST similarity scores (worst to best, left to right) color coded by FeCO neuron

EM reconstructions. (iv) The five most similar EM reconstructions alone.
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Figure 5. Bilateral campaniform sensillum (bCS) neurons from both sides of the body directly connect to MNs near their spike-initiation zones

(A) Single bCS axons from the front (i), middle (ii), and hind (iii) left legs. Asterisks denote where each axon enters the VNC.

(B) Two neurons with the morphologies shown in (A) originate from each of the six legs. Dashed boxes indicate a�25 mm-long tract where bCS axons originating

from one leg travel alongside bCS axons originating from other legs.

(C) Right mesothoracic (T2) leg nerve. bCS axons (yellow) have large-caliber axons compared to other leg sensory and motor neurons.

(D) Cross-sectional areas of bCS axons and MN primary neurites for three different legs.

(E) A split-Gal4 line labeling bCS neurons. Full expression pattern (left) and a single bCS axon labeled using MultiColor FlpOut (Nern et al., 2015).

(F) Lateral view of the location indicated by the arrowhead in (B). A, anterior; P, posterior; V, ventral; D, dorsal. In the boxed region, bCS axons originating from left

T1 (dark red), right T1 (light red), and left and right T2 (not shown) converge, traveling directly alongside primary neurites of ProLN MNs (gray; same neurons as

Figure S6C). bCS output synapses denoted by cyan spheres.

(G) Synapse from a right T2 bCS axon (yellow) onto two left T1 MNs (cyan). Arrowhead indicates presynaptic T-bar structure. All 12 bCS neurons synapse onto

MNs in each neuromere to which they project.

(H and I) Analysis of all synaptic connections made by left and right T1 bCS axons along the �25 mm stretch indicated in (F).

(H) Connections from left T1 versus right T1 bCS axons onto left ProLN MNs. The two left bCS axons and two right bCS axons largely target the same MNs

(Spearman’s r = 0.93, p = 1.2 3 10�18, n = 42 neurons).

(I) Distribution of distances from each bCS synapse to each postsynaptic MN’s primary neurite (red, n = 264 postsynaptic sites) compared to synapses randomly

distributed across MN dendrites (cyan).

Scale bars, 50 mm (A, B, E, and F), 10 mm (C), 500 nm (G).

See also Figure S5 and Video S6.
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Figure 6. MN bundles, symmetry, unique-

ness, and bCS connectivity

(A) Reconstruction of cell bodies and primary

neurites of the 24 ProAN MNs (12 per side). Pri-

mary neurites travel through the neuromere in five

distinct and highly symmetric bundles (numbered

A1 through A5, colored in shades of purple). See

also Figure S6.

(B) Quantitative analysis of bundles of MN primary

neurites. ProANMNs on each side of the VNCwere

clustered by the similarity in primary neurite posi-

tions (STAR methods). Top, dendrogram from hi-

erarchical clustering. Members of each bundle

cluster together. Bottom, matrix of NBLAST simi-

larity scores.

(C) Branching patterns of all 139 MNs arborizing in

the T1 neuromeres were reconstructed and

transformed into the atlas coordinate system

(Figure S3).

(D) Identification of left-right homologous pairs of

front leg MNs. Of the 69 left and 70 right T1 MNs,

expert annotators identified 61 symmetric left-right

pairs. A global pairwise assignment of NBLAST

similarity scores agreed on 92% (56 of 61) of

identified pairs. Black asterisks, agreements. Red

asterisks, disagreements.

(E) Relationship between four anatomical proper-

ties of leg MNs: proximity to bCS axons (x axis),

primary neurite cross-sectional area (y axis), pri-

mary neurite bundle (marker color), and number of

synapses received from bCS neurons (marker type

and size). MNs closer to bCS axons have larger

caliber primary neurites (Spearman’s r = �0.60,

p = 2.8 3 10�5, n = 42 neurons). Only MNs in the

L1 bundle received any synapses from bCS neurons. Within the L1 bundle, those receiving the most synapses have larger-caliber primary neurites (Spearman’s

r = 0.52, p = 3.7 3 10�4, n = 42 neurons) and are closer to bCS axons (Spearman’s r = �0.52, p = 4.0 3 10�4, n = 42 neurons). Dashed circle indicates the MN

whose morphology is most similar to a functionally characterized fast flexor MN (Figure 7A).

Scale bars, 50 mm (A and C).

See also Figure S7 and Videos S3 and S5.
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Next, we next analyzed the connectivity withMNs, the predom-

inant target of the reconstructed bCS synapses. We first found

that the two bCS axons from the same leg synapsed onto the

same MN subpopulation. Specifically, the number of synapses a

givenMN received fromeach left T1 bCSneuronwas highly corre-

lated (Figure S5E, Spearman’s r = 0.95, p = 2.5 3 10�22, n = 42

neurons). Inputs from the two right T1 bCS neurons were also

correlated (Figure S5F, Spearman’s r = 0.93, p = 2.6 3 10�19,

n = 42 neurons). Notably, left and right T1 bCS axons synapsed

onto the same MNs. The five MNs receiving the most synapses

from left T1 bCS neurons were also the top five targets of the right

T1 bCS neurons (Figure 5H, Spearman’s r= 0.93, p = 1.23 10�18,

n = 42 neurons). As predicted from their proximity, bCS neurons

synapsed directly onto the MN primary neurite or onto short

(<10 mm) second-order branches (Figure 5I), making bCS synap-

ses well-positioned to stimulate spikes in MNs.

Uniqueness of leg MNs
Our next goal was to identify which MNs were postsynaptic tar-

gets of bCS neurons. Leg MNs originate from �15 develop-

mental lineages (Baek and Mann, 2009; Brierley et al., 2012),

and neurons from the same lineage have their primary neurites

bundled together (Shepherd et al., 2016). Consistent with this,
the EM-reconstructed front leg MN primary neurites appeared

spatially clustered, forming 18 distinct bundles within the left

and right T1 neuromeres (Figures 6A, S6A, and S6B). The spatial

organization of these 18 bundles also appeared to be mirror

symmetric, matching one-to-one between left and right sides

(Figures 6A, S6A, and S6C–S6E). The largest right-side bundle

contained 30 primary neurites, one more than the 29 found in

the largest left-side bundle, but the other 17 bundles contained

identical numbers on both sides. We used a clustering analysis

to quantitatively demonstrate the existence and symmetry of

these bundles (Figures 6B and S6C–S6E). Additionally, their

spatial clustering was maintained in peripheral nerves, where

members of each bundle remained adjacent with no intermixing

(Figure S6F). Consistent with the hypothesis that these bundles

correspond to lineages, the largest bundles we identified (L1 in

Figure S6C) closely matched previous reports of the largest

MN lineage Lin15B in gross morphology and number of neurons

per hemisphere (Brierley et al., 2012). Notably, all 11 MNs

receiving synaptic input from bCS neurons were members of

this largest bundle, with no bCS connections to other bundles.

The remaining 17 clusters may correspond to the other 14 MN

lineages (Baek and Mann, 2009), but determining their corre-

spondence requires future work.
Cell 184, 1–16, February 4, 2021 9
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We next asked whether MNs that receive bCS input had

uniquely identifiable morphologies, which would permit their cor-

respondence with LM reconstructions. Most MNs have unique

and stereotyped innervations of muscle fibers in the leg (Baek

andMann, 2009; Brierley et al., 2012), but their dendritic arboriza-

tions in the VNC are more complex. MNs innervating the same leg

segment have similar dendritic arborizations (Baek and Mann,

2009; Brierley et al., 2012), so the number of legMNswith uniquely

identifiable dendritic morphologies is unclear. To investigate this,

we first extended our reconstructions of all 139MNs for both front

legs to include their largest dendritic branches (Figure 6C). We

then tested whether MNs were individually identifiable by search-

ing for left-right pairs of MNs with unique, symmetric dendritic ar-

bors. Of 69 possible left-right pairings, we manually identified 61

putative homologous pairs with distinct, matching branching pat-

terns (Video S5). To quantitatively confirm our assignments, we

computed NBLAST similarity scores between left and right front

leg MNs after transforming each into the atlas coordinate

space and reflecting right-side neurons across the midplane.

From the similarity scores, we used an algorithm to generate a

globally optimal, one-to-one assignment of left-right pairs (STAR

methods). These assignments matched 92% (56 of 61) of the

manual pairings, demonstrating that most leg MNs have uniquely

identifiable and symmetric dendritic morphologies (Figure 6D). Of

11 MNs receiving bCS synapses, eight had uniquely identifiable

morphologies by these criteria, including all five of those receiving

>20 bCS synapses.

Whereas dendritic arbors of left-right pairs were largely mirror

symmetric, therewas some variability in their branches.We often

observed higher-order branches following different paths to

reach the same terminal zones (Figure S7A), matching observa-

tions in larval Drosophila (Schneider-Mizell et al., 2016). In

contrast, primary neurites were sufficiently symmetric both

within and across bundles that most homologous pairs could

be identified based on their primary neurites alone (Figure S7B).

In summary, most MNs have uniquely identifiable dendritic

arbors and their primary neurites are positioned precisely within

bundles, but finer dendritic branches are often variable.

Fast flexor MNs are major postsynaptic targets of bCS
neurons
To determine the rules governing how bCS neurons distribute

synapses ontoMNs, wemeasured two additional characteristics

of each ProLN MN primary neurite: cross-sectional area and

average distance from the bCS axon segments indicated in Fig-

ure 5F. These variables were correlated, such that MNs with the

largest-caliber primary neurites were more posterior (closer to

the bCS axons) than those with smaller caliber primary neurites

(Figure 6E, Spearman’s r = �0.60, p = 2.8 3 10�5, n = 42 neu-

rons). Both of these characteristics were correlated with the

number of synaptic inputs from bCS neurons (bCS inputs versus

primary neurite area: Spearman’s r = 0.52, p = 3.7 3 10�4; bCS

inputs versus distance: Spearman’s r = �0.52, p = 4.0 3 10�4,

both n = 42 neurons). The five most highly connected MNs had

large-caliber and posteriorly positioned primary neurites (Fig-

ure 6E). Additionally, bCS synapses targeted 11 of 29 MNs in

the largest bundle, but none of the 13 MNs in the other four bun-

dles of ProLN MNs despite some having large, posterior primary
10 Cell 184, 1–16, February 4, 2021
neurites (Figure 6E). Taken together, primary neurite bundle

identity, positioning along the anterior-posterior axis, and caliber

are all strong predictors for whether aMN receives synaptic input

from bCS axons.

Because bCS neurons synapse onto MNs with large-caliber

primary neurites, we hypothesized that bCS neurons target

‘‘fast’’ MNs that control large ballistic movements, but not

‘‘slow’’ MNs that control small postural movements (Azevedo

et al., 2020). To investigate this, we genetically targeted one

fast and one slow MN controlling the tibia flexor muscles of

the front leg for whole-cell recording, filled them with dye

via the patch pipette, and imaged them using LM. We then re-

constructed the neurons, registered the LM reconstructions to

the atlas (Figure S3), and calculated NBLAST similarity scores

with the 69 EM-reconstructed left front leg MNs to search for

morphologies resembling the fast or slow tibia flexor MNs

(Figures 7A and 7B). For the fast MN, the highest-scoring

EM reconstruction had a highly similar dendritic structure,

the largest-caliber primary neurite of any searched EM recon-

structions (dashed circle in Figure 6E), and was one of the five

major synaptic targets of T1 bCS neurons (Figure 7A; Video

S6). For the slow MN, the highest scoring EM reconstruction

had a highly similar structure, a small-caliber primary neurite,

and received no synapses from bCS neurons (Figure 7B;

Video S6).

We repeated the matching process for one functionally char-

acterized ‘‘intermediate’’ tibia flexor MN (Azevedo et al., 2020)

and two MNs controlling movements of a different leg segment,

the tarsus (Figures 7C, S7C, and S7D). Neither tarsus MN

matched EM reconstructions receiving strong input from bCS

neurons (Figures 7C and S7D). Whether the intermediate MN

received bCS input was less conclusive (Figure S7C). Overall,

in four of five cases, we successfully matched MNmorphologies

between EM and LM to link connectivity with functional identity.

In this way, we identified a fast tibia flexor MN as a major synap-

tic target of bCS neurons.

DISCUSSION

Large-scale neuronal wiring diagrams at synapse resolution will

be a crucial element of future progress in neuroscience. Here, we

present GridTape, a technology for accelerating large-scale

electron microscopy (EM) data acquisition. We demonstrated

the power of this approach by acquiring a dataset encompassing

an adult female Drosophila ventral nerve cord (VNC). We then

used this dataset to identify a monosynaptic circuit that directly

links a specialized proprioceptive cell type, the bilateral campa-

niform sensillum (bCS) neurons, with specific motor neurons

(MNs). Our results highlight how EM datasets can be used to

characterize cell types and guide development of cell type-spe-

cific driver lines. The public release of this dataset provides a

resource for studying the circuit connectivity underlying motor

control and demonstrates the rapid advances that can be pow-

ered by the GridTape approach.

An accessible TEM pipeline for connectomics
Data acquisition remains a rate-limiting step in generating EM

connectomics datasets. Manual sectioning for TEM is slow,



Figure 7. A fast tibia flexor MN is a major synaptic target of bCS neurons

(A–C) MNs reconstructed from LM matched to the most similar neurons reconstructed from EM. (i) Rendering of LM reconstruction. (ii) Ranked distribution of

NBLAST similarity scores (worst to best, left to right) color coded by MN bundle (key, Aii top). (iii) Zoom-in on the 8 highest similarity scores. (iv) Overlay of the LM

reconstruction and the most similar EM reconstruction. (v) The most similar EM reconstruction. (vi) The second-most similar EM reconstruction.

(A) A fast tibia flexorMN (81A07-Gal4). The twomost similar EM reconstructions both receive strong synaptic input from the two left and two right T1 bCS neurons.

(B) A slow tibia flexor MN (35C09-Gal4). The two most similar EM reconstructions receive minimal synaptic input (0 or 7 synapses) from T1 bCS neurons.

(C) A MN innervating the tibia long tendon muscle, which controls movements of the tarsus (21G01-LexA). The two most similar EM reconstructions receive no

synaptic input from T1 bCS neurons.

Scale bars, 50 mm (A–C).

See also Figures S3 and S7 and Videos S3 and S6.
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imprecise, and unreliable. Meanwhile, SEM approaches that

circumvent the need for manual sectioning have slow imaging

speeds or require massive parallelization of expensive electron

optics to acquire comparable datasets (Table S1). GridTape

builds on previous efforts toward TEM parallelization and auto-

mation (Bock et al., 2011; Peltier et al., 2005; Zheng et al.,

2018), but overcomes the need for manual sectioning, allowing

faster and more consistent section collection and imaging.

Because imaging is nondestructive, GridTape is compatible

with enhancement by post-section labeling and allows for re-im-

aging. By eliminating the need to separately handle thousands of

fragile sections, GridTape reduces data loss and artifact fre-

quency. This results in better alignment of sections into a

coherent, high signal-to-noise image volume, leading to efficient

and accurate reconstructions.

GridTape is also less expensive than high-throughput SEM

platforms. For the current price of one commercial multi-
beam SEM system (Eberle et al., 2015), ten TEMCA-GTs can

be built, and samples collected on GridTape can be distrib-

uted across microscopes for simultaneous imaging. The fixed

microscope hardware costs are accompanied by consumable

costs associated with support film coating (�USD$4 per slot,

or �$18,000 for this study), but we expect this cost to

decrease due to technological improvements and economies

of scale.

In the future, GridTape acquisition rates will increase as cam-

eras and imaging sensors improve. Because TEM imaging is a

widefield technique, imaging throughput can be increased by us-

ing larger camera arrays and brighter electron sources. More-

over, sections larger than current slot dimensions could be

accommodated with wider tape and larger slots, although

custom microscopes may be necessary for very large samples

and slot size will depend on material properties of the support

film (STAR methods).
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A synapse-resolution adult Drosophila VNC dataset
The EMdataset presented here provides a public resource for un-

derstanding how the Drosophila nervous system generates

behavior. We chose to image an adult Drosophila VNC because

it is an ideal test case for generating and validating a connectomic

dataset. The circuit is genetically and electrophysiologically

accessible and neurons are identifiable across individuals. The

VNC is compact, containing approximately a third of the neurons

in the adult CNS, but contains neuronal networks for executing

complex motor behaviors. Because the brain controls behavior

via descending projections to the VNC (Namiki et al., 2018), it is

critical to be able to study neuronal circuits in both the brain and

the VNCat synaptic resolution. Notably, this VNCdataset comple-

ments the recent release of an EM dataset comprising the com-

plete adult female Drosophila brain (Zheng et al., 2018).

We validate the VNC dataset by automatically mapping its syn-

apses with high accuracy, successfully registering the predicted

synapse density map to a standard atlas (Figure S3) and finding

a high degree of similarity between EM and LM reconstructed

neurons (Figures 4, 5, 7, S4, and S7). We demonstrate a pipeline

for identifying cells of interest in the dataset by comparing EM re-

constructions to LM data. Finally, as a foundation for future work,

we make publicly available >1,000 neuron reconstructions and

their connectivity. Although these reconstructions were generated

manually, advances in automated segmentation approaches are

dramatically accelerating analysis of serial-section TEM data

(Dorkenwald et al., 2020; Li et al., 2019).

Direct sensory feedback to MNs
Flexible motor control relies heavily on feedback from proprio-

ceptors, a class of sensory neurons that measure body position,

velocity, and load. In both vertebrates and invertebrates, propri-

oceptive feedback is processed by the central nervous system

to tunemotor output (Tuthill and Azim, 2018). In insects, morpho-

logically distinct subclasses of chordotonal neurons encode

different features of leg movement such as position, velocity,

and vibration (Mamiya et al., 2018). Campaniform sensilla

encode load signals similar to mammalian Golgi tendon organs

(Pringle, 1938; Tuthill and Azim, 2018; Zill and Moran, 1981).

Although we know the main proprioceptor types and the signals

they encode, we are now poised to understand how motor cir-

cuits integrate proprioceptive inputs to control the body bymap-

ping the complete wiring diagram of an adult Drosophila VNC.

EM datasets also enable the discovery of cell types and syn-

aptic connections that may be overlooked by other methods.

For instance, our targeted reconstruction of sensory afferents re-

vealed that the leg sensory neurons with the largest-caliber

axons are the bCS neurons, which make direct synapses onto

large-caliber leg MNs (Figures 5 and 6E). This connection is

monosynaptic and bCS inputs are specifically located near the

putative MN spike initiation zone (Figures 5F and 5I), suggesting

that speed and reliability are essential for the function of these

connections.

The unique bilateral and intersegmental projections of bCS

neurons suggests that they directly influence multiple limbs on

both sides of the body (Figures 5A and 5B). This leads to several

hypotheses about their function. Prior work suggested that cam-

paniform sensilla encode information about step timing that
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could drive the transition between stance and swing phases of

walking (Dallmann et al., 2017; Ridgel et al., 1999). However,

we observe that bCS neurons synapse onto the same MNs on

both sides of the body (Figure 5H), suggesting they drive sym-

metric movements of left and right legs. This makes it unlikely

that bCS neurons contribute to walking, which involves anti-

phase movement of contralateral legs (DeAngelis et al., 2019).

Instead, bCS neurons may underlie a fast reflex where multiple

legs flex in response to bCS activation. CS can signal either in-

creases or decreases in load, depending on the sensillum’s

placement and orientation on the leg (Zill and Moran, 1981; Zill

et al., 1981). Therefore, bCS neuron activation could forcefully

stabilize posture in response to additional weight (e.g., to pre-

vent the body from being crushed) or to grip a surface in

response to a loss of load (e.g., to prevent being blown away

by a gust of wind). The genetic tools we created to target bCS

neurons (Figures 5E and S5A) will enable future analyses of their

function.

Monosynaptic sensory-to-motor neuron connectivity is infre-

quent in larval Drosophila (Zarin et al., 2019), but has been

observed in other adult insects (Burrows, 1996). Direct sensory

feedback may be key in adults for precise control of their

segmented limbs. The absence of such connections in larvae

may indicate that controlling a limbless body relies less on sen-

sory feedback and more on feedforward processing (Fushiki

et al., 2016). As adult flies move much faster than larvae, another

possibility is that fast monosynaptic sensory feedback is crucial

for fast-moving animals. Indeed, research on escape responses

has demonstrated that high-velocity movements are often

controlled by the fastest neuronal pathways (Eaton et al., 1977;

Trimarchi and Schneiderman, 1995).

Diversity and stereotypy within complete leg MN
populations
MNs have diverse but stereotyped functions, reflecting the

array of muscles and muscle fibers they innervate. Some MNs

have unique and reproducible transcription factor signatures

that underlie their physiological properties and axonal

morphology (Enriquez et al., 2015; Venkatasubramanian

et al., 2019). These unique transcription factor patterns specify

morphologies that are fairly stereotyped across animals (Baek

and Mann, 2009; Brierley et al., 2012). Our results extend these

findings by quantitatively demonstrating that most dendritic ar-

borizations of legMNs are sufficiently stereotyped to be individ-

ually identifiable by structure alone. Because we reconstructed

the complete population of MNs controlling the two front legs,

we were able to show that mirror symmetry in primary neurite

number and position is a systematic principle of MN popula-

tions (Figure 6). In contrast, sensory neurons have more redun-

dant copies and variable copy numbers (Takemura et al., 2015;

Tobin et al., 2017).

Adult Drosophila as a model system for studying circuit
mechanisms of motor control
Previously, comprehensive neuronal connectivity maps were ac-

quired for the nerve cords of other organisms including

C. elegans (White et al., 1986), leeches (Stent et al., 1978), lam-

preys (Buchanan and Grillner, 1987; Grillner, 2003), and
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Drosophila larvae (Cardona et al., 2010; Fushiki et al., 2016;

Ohyama et al., 2015; Zwart et al., 2016). These maps enabled

amore complete understanding of how the nervous system con-

trols locomotor rhythms underlying swimming and crawling.

Less is known about the connectivity underlying motor control

in limbed animals. The EM dataset we present here as a public

resource will enable complete connectivity mapping for the cir-

cuits that control the legs andwings of an adultDrosophila. Com-

bined with recent advances in recording activity from genetically

identified VNC neurons during behavior (Azevedo et al., 2020;

Chen et al., 2018; Mamiya et al., 2018), adult Drosophila is

emerging as a powerful system for studying motor control.

With these tools, we expect that a deeper understanding of the

circuit basis for complex motor control is within reach.
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited data

Adult female Drosophila ventral nerve cord electron

microscopy dataset

This paper https://bossdb.org/project/phelps_hildebrand_

graham2021

Adult female Drosophila ventral nerve cord electron

microscopy dataset with neuron reconstructions

This paper https://fanc.catmaid.virtualflybrain.org

Experimental models: organisms/strains

Drosophila genotype y,w/w[1118]; +; P{VT025718-

Gal4}attP2/P{pBI-UASC–3 3 MYC–sbAPEX2–

dlg-S97}18

This paper N/A

Drosophila genotype w[1118]; P{JFRC7-20XUAS-

IVS-mCD8::GFP} attp40

Bloomington RRID: BDSC_32194

Drosophila genotype w[1118]; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] =

GMR81A07-GAL4}attP2

Bloomington RRID: BDSC_40100

Drosophila genotype w[1118]; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] =

GMR35C09-GAL4}attP2

Bloomington RRID: BDSC_49901

Drosophila genotype w[1118]; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] =

GMR22A08-GAL4}attP2

Bloomington RRID: BDSC_47902

Drosophila genotype w[1118]; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] =

GMR74F07-GAL4}attP2

Bloomington RRID: BDSC_39864

Drosophila genotype w[1118]; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] =

GMR22E04-GAL4}attP2

Bloomington RRID: BDSC_49873

Drosophila genotype w[1118]; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] =

R43C10-GAL4.DBD}attP2

Bloomington RRID: BDSC_69610

Drosophila genotype w*; P{w[+mC] = iav-GAL4.K}3 Bloomington RRID: BDSC_52273

Drosophila genotype w[1118]; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] =

R64C04-GAL4}attP2

Bloomington RRID: BDSC_70035

Drosophila genotype w[1118]; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] =

R70H02-p65.AD}attP40

Bloomington RRID: BDSC_70794

Drosophila genotype w[1118]; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] =

R32H08-GAL4.DBD}attP2

Bloomington RRID: BDSC_69119

Drosophila genotype w[1118]; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] =

GMR21D12-GAL4}attP2

Bloomington RRID: BDSC_48946

Drosophila genotype w[1118]; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] =

13xLexAop2-IVS-myr::smGdP-FLAG}su(Hw)attP8

Bloomington RRID:BDSC_62116

Drosophila genotype w[1118]; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] =

GMR21G01-lexA}attP40

Bloomington RRID: BDSC_61521

Drosophila genotype w[1118]; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] =

R38G07-p65.AD}attP40

Bloomington RRID: BDSC_70666

Drosophila genotype w[1118]; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] =

R70C02-GAL4.DBD}attP2

Bloomington RRID: BDSC_69783

Drosophila genotype w[1118]; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] =

R60B12-p65.AD}attP40

Bloomington RRID: BDSC_75889

Drosophila genotype w[1118]; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] =

hs-FLPG5.PEST}attP3; +; PBac{y[+mDint2] w[+mC] =

10xUAS(FRT.stop)myr::smGdP-HA}VK00005

P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] = 10xUAS(FRT.stop)myr::smGdP-

V5-THS-10xUAS(FRT.stop)myr::smGdP-

FLAG}su(Hw)attP1

Bloomington RRID: BDSC_64085
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Mouse anti-Bruchpilot (nc82) Developmental Studies

Hybridoma Bank

RRID: AB_2314866

Software and algorithms

TEMCA-GT control software This paper https://github.com/htem/GridTapeStage

Fiji Schindelin et al., 2012 RRID: SCR_002285

Template Matching and Slice Alignment (Fiji plugin) Tseng et al., 2011 https://sites.google.com/site/qingzongtseng/

template-matching-ij-plugin

Simple Neurite Tracer (Fiji plugin) Longair et al., 2011 https://github.com/fiji/SNT

MATLAB MathWorks RRID: SCR_001622

AlignTK Bock et al., 2011 https://mmbios.pitt.edu/aligntk-home

CATMAID Saalfeld et al., 2009;

Schneider-Mizell et al., 2016

RRID:SCR_006278

Synaptic location prediction network Buhmann et al., 2019 https://github.com/funkelab/synful

elastix Klein et al., 2010 RRID:SCR_009619

elastix-based atlas registration pipeline This paper https://github.com/htem/GridTape_VNC_paper/tree/

main/template_registration_pipeline/run_elastix

NBLAST Costa et al., 2016 RRID:SCR_015884

Munkres (Hugarian) algorithm for linear assignment Munkres, 1957 https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/

fileexchange/20652-hungarian-algorithm-for-

linear-assignment-problems-v2-3

pymaid Open-source https://pymaid.readthedocs.io/en/latest/;

https://github.com/schlegelp/PyMaid

SciPy Open-source RRID:SCR_008058

Other

GridTape This paper https://luxel.com/gridtape/

TEMCA-GT hardware designs This paper https://github.com/htem/GridTapeStage

Automated tape-collecting ultramicrotome (ATUM) Hayworth et al., 2014 N/A

TEMCA-GT cameras Andor Zyla 4.2 sCMOS

Vacuum extension Bock et al., 2011 Custom part

TEMCA-GT scintillator, 6 mg/cm2 P43 on 5 mm Mylar Grant Scientific Custom part

Drosophila female ventral nerve cord template

(JRC 2018 VNC Female)

Bogovic et al., 2019 https://www.janelia.org/open-science/

jrc-2018-brain-templates
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Wei-

Chung Allen Lee (wei-chung_lee@hms.harvard.edu).

Materials availability
All unique reagents generated in this study are available from the Lead Contact.

Data and code availability
The EM dataset and reconstructions are freely available. EM image data and neuron tracings are publicly viewable at Virtual Fly

Brain (https://fanc.catmaid.virtualflybrain.org/). Neuron reconstructions can be downloaded from (https://github.com/htem/

GridTape_VNC_paper/tree/main/neuron_reconstructions). EM image data can be viewed and downloaded from BossDB (https://

bossdb.org/project/phelps_hildebrand_graham2021). EM image data can be downloaded in CATMAID-ready JPEG tiles from a

public Google Cloud bucket (gs://vnc1_r066/alignmentV3/jpgs_for_catmaid) using Google Cloud Console, the API Link, or

gsutil (https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/access-public-data). Reel-to-reel instrumentation designs and software are

available at (https://github.com/htem/GridTapeStage). Code for analysis and figures is available at (https://github.com/htem/
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GridTape_VNC_paper/tree/main/figures_and_analysis). Additional code is available at (https://github.com/htem/GridTape_

VNC_paper, https://github.com/htem, https://www.lee.hms.harvard.edu/resources), or upon reasonable request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Drosophila melanogaster were raised on a standard cornmeal and molasses medium and kept at 25�C in a 12:12 hour light:dark

cycle. The specimen used for the EM dataset was an adult female aged 1–2 days post-eclosion, genotype y,w/w[1118]; +;

P{VT025718-Gal4}attP2/P{pBI-UASC–3 3 MYC–sbAPEX2–dlg-S97}18.

METHOD DETAILS

Specimen preparation
All procedures involving animals were conducted in accordance with the ethical guidelines of the NIH and approved by the IACUC at

HarvardMedical School. The Standing Committee on the Use of Animals in Research and Training of Harvard University approved all

animal experiments.

We fixed and stained the central nervous system of one adult female Drosophila melanogaster (aged 1–2 days post-eclosion, ge-

notype y,w/w[1118]; +; P{VT025718-Gal4}attP2/P{pBI-UASC–3 3 MYC–sbAPEX2–dlg-S97}18). Following fixation (2% paraformal-

dehyde/2.5% glutaraldehyde) and dissection (Tobin et al., 2017), the specimen was reacted with diaminobenzadine (DAB) and H2O2

as described previously (Zhang et al., 2019), but an EM-dense label was not observed in this sample. The dissected central nervous

system was then post-fixed and stained with 1% osmium tetroxide/1.5% potassium ferrocyanide, followed by 1% thiocarbohydra-

zide, a subsequent incubation in 2% osmium tetroxide, then 1% uranyl acetate, followed by lead aspartate (Walton, 1979), then de-

hydrated with a graded ethanol series. The specimen was then embedded in epoxy resin (TAAB 812 Epon, Canemco), positioned in a

cutout of mouse cortex (Hildebrand et al., 2017) processed for EM using the same protocol without the DAB reaction. Sections cut

from this specimen were not post-section stained.

The mouse thalamus specimen shown in supplemental data (Figure S1F) was prepared as previously described (Deerinck et al.,

2010; Hua et al., 2015) and post-section stained with stabilized lead citrate (Ultrastain II, Leica).

For matching cells in the EM dataset with genetically identified cell types, transgenic Drosophila lines, husbandry, and LM imaging

are described in Azevedo et al. (2020), Mamiya et al. (2018), and Meissner et al. (2020). We generated LM data using female flies 1 to

5 days post-eclosion. Genotypes for the flies used in Figures 4, 5, 7, S4, and S7 were:

w[1118]; P{JFRC7-20XUAS-IVS-mCD8::GFP} attp40/+; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] = GMR81A07-GAL4}attP2/+

w[1118]; P{JFRC7-20XUAS-IVS-mCD8::GFP} attp40/+; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] = GMR35C09-GAL4}attP2/+.

w[1118]; P{JFRC7-20XUAS-IVS-mCD8::GFP} attp40/+; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] = GMR22A08-GAL4}attP2/+

w[1118]; P{JFRC7-20XUAS-IVS-mCD8::GFP} attp40/+; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] = GMR74F07-GAL4}attP2/+.

w[1118]; P{JFRC7-20XUAS-IVS-mCD8::GFP} attp40/+; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] = GMR22E04-GAL4}attP2/+

w[1118]; P{JFRC7-20XUAS-IVS-mCD8::GFP} attp40/ P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] = R38G07-p65.AD}attP40; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] =

R43C10-GAL4.DBD}attP2/+.

w[1118]; P{JFRC7-20XUAS-IVS-mCD8::GFP} attp40/ P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] = R60B12-p65.AD}attP40; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] =

R70C02-GAL4.DBD}attP2/+.

w[1118]; P{JFRC7-20XUAS-IVS-mCD8::GFP} attp40/+; P{w[+mC] = iav-GAL4.K}3

w[1118]; P{JFRC7-20XUAS-IVS-mCD8::GFP} attp40/+; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] = R64C04-GAL4}attP2/+.

w[1118]; P{JFRC7-20XUAS-IVS-mCD8::GFP} attp40/P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] = R70H02-p65.AD}attP40; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] = R32H08-

GAL4.DBD}attP2/+ (from J.C.T et al., unpublished data)

w[1118]; P{JFRC7-20XUAS-IVS-mCD8::GFP} attp40/+; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] = GMR21D12-GAL4}attP2/+.

w[1118] P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] = 13xLexAop2-IVS-myr::smGdP-FLAG}su(Hw)attP8 ; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] = GMR21G01-lexA}attP40/+

w[1118] P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] = 13xLexAop2-IVS-myr::smGdP-FLAG}su(Hw)attP8; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] = GMR56H01-lexA}attP40/+

w[1118] P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] = hs-FLPG5.PEST}attP3 ; +/ P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] = R38G07-p65.AD}attP40; PBac{y[+mDint2] w[+mC] =

10xUAS(FRT.stop) myr::smGdP-HA}VK00005 P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] = 10xUAS(FRT.stop) myr::smGdP-V5-THS-10xUAS(FRT.stop)

myr::smGdP-FLAG}su(Hw)attP1/ P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC] = R43C10-GAL4.DBD}attP2
Substrate production
GridTape was produced from 125 mm-thick aluminum-coated Kapton� film (Dunmore) slit into 8 mm-wide reels of 35 m length

(Metlon Corporation). This stock tape was modified using a custom laser-milling system consisting of a reel-to-reel tape positioning

machine and commercial 1 W ultraviolet laser marking system (Samurai, DPSS Lasers). Control software triggered laser milling of a

30 mm length of tape, used custom computer vision to check the result of the cutting, advanced the tape 30 mm and finally adjusted

the position of the tape to align the next 30mmof tape to cut. This systemenabled the autonomous production of >30m lengths of cut
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tape containing over 5000 slots. Following laser milling, the cut tape was cleaned by wiping it with isopropyl alcohol-soaked lint-free

wipes. Finally, the cut tape was coated with a 50 nm-thick TEM support film (LUXFilm�, Luxel Corporation).

We used a slot geometry based on conventional TEM slot grids with rounded rectangular holes. GridTape holes are 1.5 3 2 mm2

compared to 13 2mm2 for conventional TEM slot grids. Customized slot geometries are possible andwe have used slots as large as

23 3mm2. Larger slot geometries could be used, but will depend onmaterial properties of the thin film andmay require modification

of TEM column hardware.

Sample block trimming
In preparation for sectioning, embedded tissue blocks were trimmed (Trim 90, Diatome) into an oblong hexagonal shape (Figure 1E)

with 3.5–4 mm height, 1–2 mm width, a greater than 90� degree bottom tip angle and less than 90� top tip angle.

Serial sectioning
An ultramicrotome (UC7, Leica) and diamond knife (4 mm, 35� Ultra or Ultra-Maxi, Diatome) were used to cut �45 nm-thick serial

sections from prepared samples. These sections were collected using a modified automated tape-collecting ultramicrotome

(ATUM) (Hayworth et al., 2014). All tape guides and rollers on the ATUM were modified by adding a 4 mm-wide channel to prevent

contact with the TEM support film spanning GridTape slots. Additionally, an optical interrupter (GP1A57HRJ00F, Sharp Electronics)

was affixed to the ATUM to detect the passage of GridTape slots (Figure S1B). A hall-effect sensor (A1301EUA-T, Allegro

MicroSystems) and magnet were attached to the microtome swing arm to detect the cutting of sections (Figure S1A). Custom soft-

ware monitored the period and relative phase-offset of these two sensors during section collection. By setting the microtome to a

fixed cutting speed and varying the ATUM tape speed, effective phase-locking at a fixed offset was achieved (Figures S1A–S1C).

For sectioning of the Drosophila specimen to reach stable conditions, an initial stretch of 45 sections was collected while adjust-

ments were made to the tape speed and fixed offset to optimize section placement. Of these 45 sections, 21 were off-slot and thus

not imageable with TEM. The 24 that were on-slot contained small portions of the abdominal ganglion and were imaged and included

in the dataset. Of the 4355 serial sections subsequently collected, the ventral nerve cord (VNC) was completely off-slot in two sec-

tions and partially off-slot in four sections (20%, 30%, 70%, and 90% off-slot). Due to support film breakage, three sections were

completely lost before imaging, and four were partially lost (10%, 10%, 20%, and 40%). One additional section was partially lost

(10%) because it cut very thin and a portion was distorted. No further sections had substantial data loss.

Note that sections collected ontoGridTape but off-slot can still be acquired using the traditional ATUM-SEMapproach (Figure S1F).

Because of the high reliability of the section placement (Figures 2B and S1D), SEM imaging was not required for the VNC dataset.

Measuring section placement consistency
Section placement was measured by first capturing overview photographs (Flea3 FL3-U3-13E4C-C, PointGrey) of each slot. Colli-

mated low-angle illumination (MWWHL4, Thorlabs) enhanced the visibility of sections on GridTape. Using these images, the location

of the slot was found using the Fiji plugin ‘‘Template Matching and Slice Alignment’’ (https://sites.google.com/site/qingzongtseng/

template-matching-ij-plugin), selecting the slot as the template. Any failures to automatically find the slot (< 1% occurrence) were

corrected manually in Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012). Subsequently, the location of the tissue section was found using the same plugin,

selecting a prominent feature of the tissue section as the template. The VNC tissue’s shape and appearance changed significantly

across the 4355 section series, so template matching was performed on batches of �500–1000 sections, with a separate feature

chosen for template matching in each batch. This approach enabled automatic identification of the tissue’s placement for �98%

of sections. The remaining �2% of sections that were not correctly identified were located manually. The sections needing this

manual correction mainly fell into two categories: sections that were cut very thin, causing the tissue to have reduced visibility, or

sections with the template feature placed near the slot edge.

TEM imaging
To perform TEM imaging of sections collected onto GridTape, a custom in-vacuum, reel-to-reel stage was constructed (Figure 1F)

and attached to a TEMCA system (Bock et al., 2011) consisting of a TEM (JEOL 1200 EX) with a 23 2 array of sCMOS cameras (Zyla

4.2, Andor). The stage allows a 7500-slot, 45 m-long reel of GridTape to be loaded into the microscope for imaging under vacuum.

After loading and pump-down, a set of pinch drives (one on each side of the TEM column) allows linear movement of GridTape to

exchange and position sections under the electron beam in preparation for imaging. After positioning, both pinch drives dispense

a small amount of GridTape toward the center of the column, introducing slack on both sides of the sample held under the beam.

This allows an XY stack of piezo nanopositioners (SLC-1720, SmarAct) to make the many small movements necessary to montage

large areas. Individual camera captures were 20483 2048 pixel 16-bit images. At 4.3 nm lateral resolution, the 23 2 camera array’s

field of view for a single location was just over 16 mm square. By capturing many images at slightly overlapping regions (typically 20–

30%) for a single section, square millimeter-sized regions of interest could be imaged. Imaging regions for each section were

selected using the overview photographs using a custom graphical user interface in MATLAB (MathWorks). Magnification at the mi-

croscope was 25003, accelerating potential was 120 kV, and beam current was�90 mA through a tungsten filament. The VNC data-

set was acquired at an imaging rate of 42.73 ± 3.04Mpixels per second (mean ± SD across sections), equivalent to a ‘‘burst’’ imaging

rate of �160 Mpixels per second for a single microscope.
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Section stitching and serial-section alignment
Image alignment for the VNC dataset was performed with a custom software pipeline that deployed AlignTK’s image alignment func-

tions (https://mmbios.pitt.edu/aligntk-home) in parallel on a computing cluster (Bock et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2016; Tobin et al., 2017).

After acquisition, camera images for each section were virtually stitched together into seamless montages. Subsequently, section-

to-section alignment was performed on 83 downscaled versions of these section montages. To align the 4355 stitched sections into

a three-dimensional volume, an initial volume comprised of every 25th section was first generated. The only features consistently

recognizable across gaps of 25 sections were neuronal nuclei, so this initial volume positioned every 25th section in a location

that ensured a given nucleus would stay at the same (x,y) location across the �150 sections in which each nucleus was visible.

This positioning of every 25th section was used as a global constraint on the full dataset’s alignment (using the absolute_maps option

in AlignTK’s align function).

Due to the small number of sections with artifacts or missing data, elastic alignment (AlignTK’s register function) between neigh-

boring sections was sufficient for generating a high-quality global alignment, except for 27 sections where alignment to secondary

neighbors was necessary. EM artifacts that can generate alignment errors include knife marks, cracks, folds, debris, and missing

regions where the section or film was physically damaged. These can introduce alignment errors where regions close to artifacts

on adjacent sections get locally misaligned or warped. However, regularization included in the elastic alignment ensured that defects

were typically isolated and dissipated within 1–2 sections from an artifact. Because misalignments were local and sparse, recon-

struction across the vast majority of the dataset was not impeded by errors in alignment. Additionally, no sections were mis-ordered

during section collection or imaging, eliminating the need for a section order correction step. Relative tomanually collected series, the

consistency of GridTape section collection simplified the alignment process substantially and enabled the final volume to have high

quality alignment (Video S1).

Neuron reconstruction
We reconstructed neurons in the EM dataset as described previously (Lee et al., 2016; Tobin et al., 2017). We used CATMAID (Saal-

feld et al., 2009) to manually place a series of marker points down the middle of each neurite to generate skeletonized models of

neuronal arbors. We annotated neurons passing through each peripheral nerve and reconstructed those neurons into the VNC. Neu-

rons that had a cell body in the VNC and received synaptic inputs in the neuropil were considered motor neurons (MNs). Neurons that

made synaptic outputs in the neuropil and did not have cell bodies in the VNCwere considered sensory neurons. The few exceptions

to these categorizations are shown in Figure S2. Neurons with projections and cell bodies in the VNC but that did not pass through a

peripheral nerve were considered central neurons.

In peripheral nerves, axons of MNswere clustered together (Figures 3C and S6F). After finding a single motor axon in a given nerve,

we reconstructed its neighbors, continuing to reconstruct further neighbors until all MNs in the nerve were reconstructed. We

confirmed that sensory neurons near the motor domain were in fact sensory neurons by reconstructing them into the VNC, and

we additionally reconstructed large-caliber axons in the sensory domain that we suspected could be MNs despite their position.

NoMN axons were found in the sensory domain of any peripheral nerve. We found one case where three sensory neurons had axons

located in the motor domain of the right mesothoracic leg nerve (Figure 3Cii). With this reconstruction approach, we identified all 507

MNs in all thoracic nerves. We did not reconstruct from the abdominal nerves, which do not contain limb MNs.

Completion state of motor neuron reconstructions
All 507 MNs were first reconstructed from their peripheral nerve through their primary neurites and to their cell bodies. For front leg

MNs, dendritic branches were reconstructed until multiple expert annotators were able to independently identify left–right homolo-

gous pairs based on their symmetrical morphology (Figure 6). The amount of dendritic reconstruction required for unambiguous pair

identification varied across the population (Video S5). For front legMNswhere left–right pair identification requiredminimal or no den-

dritic reconstruction, we nevertheless reconstructed the largest dendritic branches. Additionally, we completely reconstructed the

microtubule-containing backbone for the L5-bundleMNs (Figure S7A).While performing reconstructions and identifying homologous

pairs, annotators were blind to the left–right pair predictions generated algorithmically through analysis of NBLAST similarity scores

(Figures 6D and S7B). MNs controlling the middle and hind legs were reconstructed only until their cell body was located. Some den-

dritic branches were reconstructed during this process, but their reconstruction was not otherwise continued. For MNs controlling

the neck, wings, and halteres, the largest-caliber dendritic branches were reconstructed to confirm that each neuron arborized in the

neck, wing, or haltere neuropils (Court et al., 2020; Namiki et al., 2018).

Completion state of sensory neuron reconstructions
All 655 sensory neurons shown in Figure 3B were reconstructed from a peripheral nerve into the VNC until a synaptic output was

identified within the neuron, at which point its identity as a sensory neuron was considered confirmed. For the 392 sensory neuron

reconstructions in the left T1 neuromere (Figure 4A), we reconstructed their axonal projections until each neuron could be unambig-

uously identified as one of the four major subtypes of sensory neurons (see ‘‘Neuron subtype classification’’), or until it the axonal

morphology deviated from one of these four subtypes. We reconstructed the 12 bCS neurons to near completion, only excluding

very fine processes (Figure 5).
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Transsynaptic reconstruction
We identified synapses using a combination of ultrastructural criteria, specifically the existence of a presynaptic T-bar, presynaptic

vesicles, and postsynaptic densities. For each of the 12 bCS neurons, we annotated output synapses and reconstructed the post-

synaptic twigs back to their parent neuron until we confirmed that each bCS neuron synapsed onto at least one MN in each neuro-

mere. Then, we annotated all output synapses in the two left and two right T1 bCS neurons within the branch of their axons indicated

in Figure 5F. Multiple independent annotators reviewed these synapse annotations to ensure accuracy and completeness. We re-

constructed all postsynaptic twigs at each of those synapses back to their parent neuron. 62 out of 437 postsynaptic twigs

(14.2%) were orphaned, meaning their connection to a neuronal backbone could not be found. The other 375 (85.8%) were success-

fully connected either to a MN reconstruction or a neuronal backbone that made output synapses, which identified it as a central

neuron. We never observed a sensory neuron postsynaptic to a bCS synapse. The postsynaptic MNs included 11 ProLN MNs in

the L1 bundle and one VProN MN. Analysis in Figure 5I was restricted to the nine ProLN MNs receiving five or more synapses

from bCS neurons. Analysis in Figures 5H, 6E, S5E, and S5F included all ProLN MNs.

Completion state of central neuron reconstructions
For each of the 17 central neurons receiving two ormore synaptic inputs frombCS neurons, we reconstructed itsmorphology until we

located its cell body (Figure S5C). For each of the five central neurons receiving five or more synaptic inputs from bCS neurons, we

determined where it arborized in the VNC by reconstructing all large- and medium-caliber branches, but fine processes remain

unreconstructed.

Together, these procedures follow a previously described and validated protocol for reconstructing neurons in serial-section TEM

datasets (Schneider-Mizell et al., 2016).

Neuron subtype classification
We identified sensory neuron subtypes by their stereotyped projection patterns in the VNC, which corresponded well with previous

observations of these neurons using light microscopy (Baek and Mann, 2009; Brierley et al., 2012; Harris et al., 2015; Mamiya et al.,

2018; Merritt and Murphey, 1992; Tsubouchi et al., 2017). Bristle neuron axons traveled along either the anterior, posterior, or ventral

edge of the neuromere without significant branching. Hair plate neuron axons trifurcated upon entering the VNC and projected along

the anterior, posterior, and lateral edges of the neuromere. Chordotonal neuron axons projected through themiddle of the neuromere

toward the midline. Campaniform sensillum axons projected down the oblique tract, located posterior to the chordotonal

neuron axons.

The cluster of central neurons postsynaptic to T1 bCS neurons (Figure S5C, asterisk) was identified as lineage 19A based on

comparing cell body location and general arborization pattern with LM data (Harris et al., 2015).

Automated synapse prediction and atlas alignment
To transform EM reconstructions into the atlas space, we computationally generated a ‘‘neuropil stain’’ (Heinrich et al., 2018) by auto-

matically detecting postsynaptic specializations in the EM volume that would be apposed to presynaptic specializations labeled by

immunostaining (Kittel et al., 2006). Specifically, we trained and deployed a convolutional neural network to automatically identify

synaptic locations across the entire EM dataset (Buhmann et al., 2019). To produce ground truth data to use for training, we densely

annotated pre- and post-synaptic sites in 9 cubes of image data, each 33 33 3 mm3 or 7683 7683 75 voxels in size.We selected an

additional 11 cubes with no synapses. The ground truth annotations were turned into training data by creating a mask of pixel loca-

tions within 10 nm of each postsynaptic annotation. We used mean-squared loss to train the network to predict these mask values,

with the network’s input being four-fold downsampled EM image data (effective voxel size 17.23 17.23 45 nm3). We augmented the

training data with random x,y transpositions, x,y flips, continuous rotations around the z-axis, and section-wise elastic deformations

and intensity changes.We used a 3DU-Net (Falk et al., 2019), comprised of four resolution levels with downsample factors in x, y, z of

(2, 2, 1), (2, 2, 1), and (2, 2, 3). The topmost level contained eight feature maps and the number of feature maps in subsequent levels

increased by a factor of five. Convolutional passes were comprised of two convolutions with kernel sizes of (3, 3, 3) followed by a

rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function. A final convolution with kernel size (1, 1, 1) produced themap of predicted postsynaptic

sites. The network was trained to 700,000 iterations using 75%of the data from each of the 20 ground-truth cubes, with the remaining

25% held out for performance evaluation. We saved the network weights every 5,000 iterations between 600,000 and 700,000 iter-

ations, and found that the best performance on the held-out data was achieved using the weights at 610,000 iterations (precision:

71.4%, recall: 72.8%). We deployed the network using those weights to predict postsynaptic locations throughout the entire VNC

EM dataset.

The density of the predicted synapses matched the spatial extents of the VNC neuropil. There was a low density of synapses pre-

dicted in regions of the dataset containing cell bodies and fasciculated neuronal tracts, reflecting the high precision of the predictions

(Figures S3E and S3F). We subsequently downsampled and Gaussian blurred (s = 900 nm) the predicted synapse locations to pro-

duce a synapse density map at the approximate resolution of LM data (Figure S3G).We used this synapse density map to register the

EMdataset to the JRC 2018 VNCFemale atlas (Bogovic et al., 2019) using elastix (https://elastix.lumc.nl/) (Video S3). After registering

the synapse density map to the atlas, reconstructed neurons were transformed and imported into a CATMAID project using custom

code (see Data and code availability). Confocal microscopy data was also transformed into the same VNC atlas coordinate system
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using elastix (Figures 4, 5, 7, S4, and S7). The elastix-based atlas registration pipeline is made available (see Data and code

availability).

Our initial goal in predicting synapses across the VNCEMdataset was to use the synapse predictions to align the EMdataset with a

standard light-level atlas to bridge EM and LM data. Combined with future automated neuron segmentation (Li et al., 2019), these

synapse predictions can be used for automated connectome reconstruction (Scheffer et al., 2020).

Light microscopy-based cell matching
To match identified neurons between LM and EM, we reconstructed neurons from confocal microscopy data, either intracellularly

filled with dyes (Figures 7A, 7B, and S7C) or expressing fluorescent proteins (Figures 4D–4F, 7C, S4, and S7D). Intracellular labeling,

immunohistochemistry, confocal microscopy, and tracing of genetically identified and physiologically characterized MNs was

performed as previously described (Azevedo et al., 2020). Briefly, targeted neurons were labeled during whole-cell patch pipette

recordings with 13 mM neurobiotin in the internal solution. After whole-cell recordings, the dissected VNC was lightly fixed in 4%

paraformaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 20 min. The tissue was then washed in PBST (PBS + Triton, 0.2% w/w),

incubated in blocking solution (PBST + 5%normal goat serum) for 20min, and then incubated for 24 hr in blocking solution containing

a primary antibody for neuropil counterstain (1:50 mouse anti-Bruchpilot, Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, nc82). After a

subsequent PBST wash, the tissue was incubated in blocking solution containing secondary antibodies for 24 hr (streptavidin

AlexaFluor conjugate, Invitrogen; 1:250 goat anti-mouse AlexaFluor conjugate, Invitrogen). Other genetically identified neurons ex-

pressing fluorescent proteins were processed similarly, but without whole-cell intracellular labeling. Following staining, the tissue

was mounted in Vectashield (Vector Labs). Legs (Figure S5A) were fixed for 20 minutes in 4% formaldehyde in PBS, rinsed in

PBST 33, and mounted in Vectashield (Vector Labs) between two coverslips with spacers. Confocal stacks were acquired using

a Zeiss 510 confocal microscope. Cell morphologies were traced in Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012), using the Simple Neurite Tracer plu-

gin (Longair et al., 2011). Neuron traces were registered and transformed into the VNC atlas space using an elastix-based atlas regis-

tration pipeline (see Data and code availability) and imported into CATMAID.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Clustering and symmetry analysis
For the primary neurite clustering analysis (Figures 6B and S6C–S6E), EM reconstructions were first transformed into the VNC atlas

space using the registration described above. Then, neurons were pruned to exclude any parts of the reconstruction falling outside

the VNC neuropil. This retained the neurites in the neuropil, but excluded cell bodies, which are known to have variable positions

across individuals even for identified neurons and are therefore not reliable indicators of neuron identity (Baek andMann, 2009). Neu-

rons were further pruned to only include their primary neurite (Figure S6B). NBLAST similarity scores (Costa et al., 2016) were calcu-

lated between each pair of pruned neurons in both forward and reverse directions (i.e., neuron A to neuron B and neuron B to

neuron A) and normalized such that the similarity score of each neuron with itself is equal to 1. The forward and reverse scores

were then averaged to generate a final similarity score for each pair of neurons. Hierarchical clustering with single linkage was per-

formed on similarity scores for MNs of each peripheral nerve using the SciPy Python package. The clustering dendrograms and

neuron reconstructions were visually inspected, and a cut height on each dendrogram was chosen that separated MN bundles trav-

eling along distinct trajectories.

For symmetry analysis, neurons were transformed into the VNC atlas space and pruned to exclude any parts of the reconstruction

falling outside the VNC neuropil. Dendritic branches emerging from the primary neurite were included (Figure 6D) or pruned (Fig-

ure S7B). Neurons on the right side of the dataset were reflected across the midplane of the atlas to enable comparison with neurons

on the left side. NBLAST similarity scores were calculated between each left-side MN and each reflected right-side MN. Scores

ranged from�0.43 (most dissimilar pair) to 0.69 (most similar pair). Based on these scores, we used theMunkres algorithm (Munkres,

1957) in MATLAB (MathWorks) to compute a globally optimal pairwise assignment that maximized the sum of similarity scores for

assigned pairs of MNs on the left and right sides of the VNC. We provide code for performing this workflow (see Data and code

availability).

Measurement of cross-sectional areas of bCS axons and motor neuron primary neurites
We selected three sections distributed across the region of the dataset where the left ProLN traveled directly perpendicular to the

sectioning plane. In each of the three sections, the polygon selection tool in Fiji was used to manually measure the area of each

bCS axon and each MN primary neurite. Measured areas were averaged across the three sections to produce final values (Figures

5D, ‘‘left T1,’’ and 6E). This procedure was repeated for the bCS neurons and MNs in the right mesothoracic leg nerve (Figure 5D,

‘‘right T2’’) and right metathoracic leg nerve (Figure 5D, ‘‘right T3’’).

Analysis of synaptic connectivity for bCS neurons
Analysis was performed in Python using pymaid (https://pymaid.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html) for pulling reconstructions

from CATMAID, SciPy for linear regression, and matplotlib for visualization. For measuring distances between synapses and the

primary neurites of their postsynaptic MNs (Figure 5I), geodesic or ‘‘along-the-arbor’’ distance was calculated. To determine the
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distribution of distances between possible synaptic locations and the primary neurite and putative spike initiation (Gwilliam and Bur-

rows, 1980), we computed the distances from all positions on the MN arbor to the primary neurite (Figure 5I), assuming that all lo-

cations on theMNwere equally likely to receive synaptic input. In reality, synapses are preferentially positioned on the distal branches

of neurons (Schneider-Mizell et al., 2016), so the random distributions presented here likely underestimate the distances from the

primary neurite at which synaptic inputs are found. This implies that the bias in which bCS synapses target regions close to the pri-

mary neurite relative to randomly positioned input is likely to be even stronger than suggested by our analysis.

To measure the proximity of ProLN MNs to bCS neurons (Figure 6E), we first computed the minimum Euclidean distance between

eachMN’s primary neurite and each of the 145 bCS synapses reconstructed within the segment indicated in Figure 5F. For eachMN,

we averaged these measurements across all 145 synapses to produce a final measurement of the average distance between a pri-

mary neurite and the reconstructed synaptic sites within bCS axons.

In Figures 5H, 6F, S5E, and S5F, the line of best fit was calculated using SciPy’s stats.linregress function. Spearman’s r and p value

were calculated using SciPy’s stats.spearmanr function. The 42 left ProLN MNs were included in each regression.
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Supplemental Figures

Figure S1. The GridTape imaging platform, related to Figure 1

(A) Photograph of the magnet and hall effect sensor (dashed circle) attached to the microtome cutting arm to measure cutting frequency.

(B) Photograph of the digital opto-interrupter (dashed circle) used to detect the slot frequency in the tape.

(C) The analog signal from the hall effect sensor (left) and digital signal from the opto-interrupter (right) are used to perform closed-loop, phase-locked collection of

sections onto GridTape slots.

(D) Cumulative distribution of section placement deviation (Euclidean distance from the average section position) across the VNC dataset.

(E) Photograph of a reel of GridTape containing serial sections spanning an adult female Drosophila VNC.

(F) Regions of sections not collected over slots can be imaged with SEM as in the ATUM-SEM approach. SEM images of a stretch of GridTape carrying mouse

thalamus sections (left), a single section over a slot (middle), and tissue collected over the edge of the slot (right). This approach was not required for the VNC

dataset due to the low number of off-slot sections.

Scale bars, 20 mm (A-B), 10 s (C), 10 mm (E), 1 mm (F, left), 500 mm (F, middle), 1 mm (F, right).
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Figure S2. Efferent neurons with unusual features, related to Figure 3

(A) The peripherally synapsing interneuron (PSI). (i) Dorsal view. (ii) Anterior view. (iii) Cross-section through the posterior dorsal mesothoracic nerve at the location

indicated by the dashed line in (ii), showing the PSI (red) fasciculated with four motor neurons (asterisks). (iv) Higher resolution view of the region indicated in (iii).

The PSI makes synaptic outputs onto neighboring motor neurons (white arrowheads) and receives reciprocal synapses back from those motor neurons (yellow

arrowheads), as described previously (King and Wyman, 1980). Presynaptic specializations were not observed within any other efferent or motor neurons.

(B) Unpaired median (UM) neurons (Duch et al., 1999) with cell bodies organized into 3 clusters. (i) Dorsal view. (ii) Lateral view. Colors indicate target organ (see

color key in Figure 3A).

(C) The ‘‘multinerve’’ neurons. (i) Dorsal view. (ii) Anterior view. Like UM neurons but unlikemotor neurons, the axon of eachmultinerve neuron branches to exit the

VNC through multiple peripheral nerves, in this case the ipsilateral dorsal prothoracic nerve (DProN) and ipsilateral prothoracic accessory nerve (ProAN). Their

dendritic branches are positioned on the dorsal-most surface of the VNC and include a contralateral projection. Like motor neurons, multinerve neurons do not

make synaptic outputs within the VNC. Multinerve neurons are unique to T1, as similar neurons were not found in T2 or T3. The full dendritic backbone of the dark

blue neuron (asterisk) was completely reconstructed. The other three neurons were partially reconstructed.

Scale bars, 50 mm (Ai-ii, B-C), 1 mm (Aiii-iv).
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(legend on next page)
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Figure S3. Automated synapse prediction and registration to a standard VNC atlas, related to Figures 3, 4, 6, and 7

(A-F) Automatic identification of postsynaptic sites using an artificial neural network.

(A) All presynaptic sites (small red dots) and postsynaptic sites (large orange dots) were manually annotated in 9 ground-truth cubes of image data spread

throughout the dataset. These annotations were used to train an artificial neural network to identify postsynaptic locations (STAR methods).

(B) EM data from (A) overlaid with postsynaptic site predictions (purple) produced by the trained network.

(C) EM data from a region of the dataset not used for training. Same data as Figure 2G.

(D) EM data from (C) overlaid by postsynaptic site predictions (purple).

(E) A wider field of EM data. Yellow square corresponds to region in (C).

(F) EM data from (E) overlaid with postsynaptic site predictions (purple). Note that the region with a high density of postsynaptic site predictions is synaptic

neuropil, whereas low density regions contain either cell bodies or axon bundles.

(G) Atlas registration strategy for comparingmorphologies of neurons imaged using light microscopy (LM) with neurons reconstructed in the EMdataset. First, the

trained network predicted the location of postsynaptic sites throughout the EM dataset. Next, the predicted synapse locations were 3D Gaussian blurred

(s = 900 nm) and downsampled to produce a synapse density map across the entire EM dataset. The blurred and downsampled EM synapse-density predictions

were elastically transformed to register them to a LM-based standard VNC atlas based on synapse density (also see Video S3) (Bogovic et al., 2019). This elastic

transform was then applied to EM reconstructions to register them to the atlas. Fluorescently labeled neurons were registered to the same atlas using a neuropil

counterstain. Having EM and LM reconstructions both in the same reference coordinate system enabled quantitative comparisons using NBLAST (Costa et al.,

2016) (see Figures 4, 7, S4, and S7).

Scale bars, 1 mm (A-D), 10 mm (E-F), 50 mm (G).
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Figure S4. LM to EM sensory neuron identification, related to Figure 4

(A-G) Sensory neurons reconstructed from LM data matched to the most similar neurons reconstructed in the EM dataset. (i) Rendering of a genetically identified

sensory neuron reconstructed from LM. Dorsal view of the left T1 neuromere (A-F) or the T1 and T2 neuromeres (G). (ii) Ranked distribution of NBLAST similarity

scores (worst to best, left to right) between the LM neuron and the 337 left T1 leg sensory neurons reconstructed and classified in the EMdataset (Figure 4A), color

coded by sensory neuron type. (iii) Overlay of the LM-reconstructed neuron and the five highest scoring EM-reconstructed neurons. (iv) The five highest scoring

EM reconstructions. Each LM sensory neuron’s identity was validated with LM imaging of the sensory neuron’s location in the leg.

(A) A club femoral chordotonal neuron (MCFO from R64C04-Gal4).

(B) A claw femoral chordotonal neuron (MCFO from iav-Gal4).

(C) A hook femoral chordotonal neuron (R70H02-AD, R32H08-DBD).

(D) A hook femoral chordotonal neuron from a different fly line (MCFO from R21D12-Gal4) than (C).

(E) A campaniform sensillum neuron (MCFO from 22E04-Gal4).

(F) A campaniform sensillum neuron from a different fly line (MCFO from R74F07-Gal4) than (E).

(G) A bilateral campaniform sensillum (bCS) neuron (MCFO from R43C10-Gal4). Only the top 2 highest scoring EM neurons are rendered. See Figure 5 for

characterization of this cell type.

Scale bars, 50 mm (A-G).
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Figure S5. bCS neuron anatomy and connectivity, related to Figure 5

(A) Split-Gal4 labeling of campaniform sensilla in the leg. (i) Fly leg schematic from the anterior view. Red boxed region represented in (ii-iv). (ii) Surface rendering of

the trochanter showing campaniform sensilla (circular domes) of cluster TrCS5 and cluster TrCS8 that were unlabeled (white) or labeled (green) by two split-Gal4

lines (iii-iv). Rendering was generated using leg reconstructions reported in Kuan et al. (2020). (iii-iv) Fluorescence imaging of sensory neurons labeled in the

trochanter by lines 38G07-AD, 43C10-DBD (iii) and 60B12-AD, 70C02-DBD (iv).

(B) Types of neurons postsynaptic to bCS neurons, ordered by number of synapses received.

(C-D) Reconstruction of central neurons receiving 2 or more synaptic inputs (C) or 5 or more synaptic inputs (D) from the reconstructed branch of bCS axons

(Figure 5F). Asterisk denotes cluster of putative Lin19A cell bodies.

(E) The two bCS axons originating from the left T1 leg (arbitrarily designated 1 and 2) target a subset of the left ProLN motor neurons. 31 out of 42 motor neurons

receive no input from the reconstructed bCS axons. For any given motor neuron, the number of synaptic inputs from the two bCS axons are significantly

correlated.

(F) Similar to (E), but for the two right bCS axons onto left ProLN motor neurons.

Scale bars, 10 mm (A), 50 mm (C-D).
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Figure S6. Motor neuron bundles and nerve organization, related to Figure 6

(A) EM reconstructions of the cell bodies and primary neurites of the front leg motor neurons. Primary neurites travel through the T1 neuromere in distinct bundles

before leaving the VNC through one of four different peripheral nerves.

(B) After being transformed into the VNC atlas coordinate system, reconstructions were pruned to exclude regions outside of the neuropil. The remaining portions

included only the primary neurite and were used for calculation of all NBLAST similarity scores in Figures 6B and 6E and in (C-E) below.

(C-E) (i) Rendering of primary neurites and cell bodies, color coded by bundle. (ii) Hierarchical clustering dendrograms and matrices of similarity scores, as in

Figures 6A and 6B but for motor neurons of different nerves.

(C) Prothoracic leg nerve (ProLN) motor neurons.

(D) Ventral prothoracic nerve (VProN) motor neurons.

(legend continued on next page)
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(E) Dorsal prothoracic nerve (DProN) motor neurons.

(F) Positions of the subtypes of sensory and motor neuron axons within the ProLN (Figure 3Ci). Axons of each bundle from (C) are spatially clustered within the

motor domain. Axons of sensory neurons also cluster by subtype within the nerve. Chordotonal axons, arising mostly from a single sensory organ in the femur

(Mamiya et al., 2018), are more clustered than other types, which arise from sensory organs distributed across different leg segments. L1-L5: L1-L5 bundle motor

neurons; UM: Unpaired median neurons; br: bristle, hp: hair plate, cho: chordotonal, cs: campaniform sensillum; unc: unclassified; NR: not reconstructed.

Scale bars, 50 mm (A-E), 10 mm (F).
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Figure S7. Motor neuron similarity, variance, and identification, related to Figures 6 and 7

(A) Rendering of the left and right L5-bundle motor neurons, with the right-side motor neuron reconstruction reflected across the midline. These motor neurons

had cell bodies in a unique location (L5 bundle in Figure S6Ci) that allowed these two neurons to be unambiguously identified as a left–right homologous pair.

NBLAST similarity score in the upper right corner. Note that while these neurons project to similar locations within the neuromere, their branches sometimes have

different trajectories. Empty arrowheads point to example branch terminations with similar positions, with arrows depicting their different paths. Similarity scores

between other left–right homologous pairs typically ranged between 0.5 and 0.7. Slight variability in dendritic morphology even between homologous pairs, such

as the variability illustrated here, may underlie why left–right homologous neuron pairs do not have a similarity score closer to 1.

(B) A global pairwise assignment algorithm based onNBLAST similarity scores of primary neurites alone agreedwith 73% (41 of 56) of front leg homologousmotor

neuron pairs. Black asterisks indicate agreements, red asterisks disagreements.

(C-D) Additional motor neuron reconstructions from LM matched to most similar neuron reconstructions in the EM dataset. Same layout as Figure 7.

(C) An intermediate tibia flexor motor neuron (22A08-Gal4). The highest scoring EM reconstruction receives some synaptic input from bCS neurons. The second

highest scoring EM reconstruction has a similar NBLAST score but receives strong synaptic input from bCS neurons.

(D) A motor neuron innervating the tibia long tendon muscle, which controls movements of the tarsus (56H01-LexA). Different fly line and neuron than Figure 7C.

Scale bars, 10 mm (A-B), 50 mm (C-D).
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